Using the EOSC Portal: LIBRARIES

Libraries are a vital support for researchers when it comes to navigating access to research publications, data and services. The European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) Portal helps researchers find and access these outputs as well as services.

Here are some ways to engage with the EOSC Portal

### HELP YOUR RESEARCHERS SEARCH FOR RESOURCES

- Discover discipline-specific research outputs and services
- Access and reuse Open Science training resources

### MAKE YOUR REPOSITORY AND INSTITUTIONAL SERVICES VISIBLE

- Register your repository or service as a Data Source so it can be harvested
- Make your repository or service available to users from other institutions and countries

### POINT YOUR RESEARCHERS TO THE FOLLOWING SERVICES

#### User dashboard
The EOSC Portal’s user dashboard feature allows authenticated users to define a user profile that will allow the EOSC Portal to suggest new resources of interest. Users can add projects with multiple users, bookmarks for favourite resources, and more. Communication with EOSC experts, alerts and other urgent updates can also be managed through the dashboard.

#### Facilities for data analysis
Help researchers access facilities for computation and analysis (e.g. facilities that their host organisation might not have)

#### EOSC Authentication & Authorization Infrastructure (EOSC AAI)
Librarians can sign into EOSC services using the AAI, and researchers can sign in using institutional and personal credentials

#### Accounting
Receive feedback on how research outputs from institutional repositories are viewed and downloaded with EOSC Accounting features

#### Monitoring
Track the reliability of library services registered on the EOSC Portal with the EOSC Monitoring service

Find out how to use the EOSC Portal – a search engine for the cross-discovery of publications, data, software, grey literature and other research, services and training resources

Want to make your repository content & resources available to a wider audience? Check the eligibility criteria for becoming an EOSC provider on the EOSC Providers Hub

www.eoscfuture.eu
Whether as a research support, user or resource provider, start engaging with EOSC...

**EXPLORE**
Help researchers find cross-disciplinary resources, software, data and services via the EOSC Portal.
Show researchers how to link resources and people and get access to data-related services.

**EXPOSE**
Your library repository metadata records will become automatically available and visible via the EOSC Portal.

**REGISTER**
Register* your repository as a Data Source on the EOSC Portal.
*To make your resources available on EOSC, your institution must be registered as an EOSC provider. A registered EOSC provider can register several resources using the same institutional identity.

**TRACK**
Review content views and downloads from your repository and track the reliability of your services.
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